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This game stinks. If you have a choice between a stick in the eye and playing this... go with the stick. I can truly say I gave this
game a number of chances, but it is horrible.. This is a super deal. Each game costs less than two dollars even if you have to pay
$11.99 for this bundle of games. All of the games in this bundle will allow you to correct the aspect ratio for a widescreen
monitor. They all have good graphics and sounds. Two of the games will display fullscreen graphics on a widescreen monitor.
The other four games have a 4:3 aspect ratio. They were created before most people started using widescreen monitors. The
Other Side: Tower of Souls is definitely a masterpiece. I haven't seen a hidden-object game quite like it. It does have amazing
graphics.. Well, I wish I could give this more of a "meh" than really saying yes or no on it. Here's the thing: yes, it has some
similarities to Capitalism, and yes, it's reasonably decent in production value. It's also much more accessible than Capitalism.
However, I did reach a point at the end of my play time where I thought, "Ah... so just more of the same, then?" I played
starting with the food tech tree and had expanded my business so that I maxed that one out and had a balance of half a million in
profit across five cities. I then decided to diversify into software development, which had basically zero profit to it. I was then
thinking about another branch, but realized that it would just be more of the same.

Things that would improve the game:
1. Give us a better view of TOTAL required resources. I had to go through and do the math for everything I was producing to
find out how many green algae was needed across all businesses and all products in the chain that I was handling, to give an
example. It would be better if there was a product inflow/outflow. While you can view that to an extent with the warehouse, this
doesn't tell you how many total resources are NEEDED, only how many are being used. This means that, if you have a big,
sprawling empire and a bottleneck somewhere, you need to do some serious micromanaging.

2. Give the option for espionage or sabotage. I was buying up shares of stocks whenever available, but my competitors were not
selling shares often or reliably, since they were turning a neat profit, themselves. There was also plenty of opportunity for
everyone to expand, so I didn't see much of a way to get rid of my competitors. I apparently just just supposed to wait endlessly
until they were no longer turning a profit or expand into their market to pressure them out. However, since there is a cap on
quality that is pretty easy to hit, it seems like I would only be able to tie them instead of out-compete them.. Bugs, bugs, bugs.
Lacking a serious tutorial. There are so many things a new player to the series will not understand. I you haven't played the
earlier versions, don't buy this game. Unless you enjoy spending time on youtube trying to find out what you are supposed to do;
or writing and waiting for answers on the Steam forum. I think this was the worst money spent. I am tired of half-made games
being put on Steam for developers to make a quick buck. MAKE YOUR GAME THEN SELL IT. You have been warned.......
Marine Sharpshooter II is a masterpeice of a game. It has very intelligent AI that give real people a run for their money. The AI
displays advanced knowledge of Guerilla warfare, such as hiding in plants, switching stances repeatedly, running away from the
player (Misdirection). I also love the diversity in this game. Just in the first level we have French speaking African militiants
fighting in a rain forest.. fun game play, great graphics.. easy controls. its a fun alien game. but OMG.. THE SCREEN IS
SHAKING THE ENTIRE TIME. its annoying and gave me a headache. i had to stop playing due to the entire screen shaking the
whole time. i get it every now and then.. but its all the f'ing time. its rediculous.. This somehow reminds me how it was to play
ping pong.
Ball physics are decent, but somehow topspin shots are very hard to get right.
Would be nice to feel haptic feedback from the controller when hitting the ball.

It needs more environments and multiplayer to keep things interesting though.
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...need others DLC to be able to play demonspawn? 0\/10. Don't bother buying this if you didn't link your Steam account in the
past. If you registered from Gaijin\/the main WT page, this WILL NOT show up on your actual account but rather on some
crappy new Steam account.

They no longer give activation keys which you could use to redeem on the WT store page. It just gets automatically shoved onto
your "new" account. Be warned so you don't waste $30 on this.. So i got a 90% discount on this and just saw the reviews with
"Very positive" so i was just like "Sure",and as soon as i started playing i regreted my decision, it had obnoxious dubstep music
which can be turned off but you are left with NOTHING, the game is hard only because the controls are absolute garbage,i went
back to look at the reviews for this game and im preety sure they are alternate accounts from the developer,you can see that they
all have the smae typos they all mistake the stars for coins and etc...
Overall the game is complete garbage and the developer is even worst for writing fake reviews.. Game its great but DLC does
not work. DONT BUY IT with dlc.. THIS GAME IS A F*CKING BEAST! DO NOT PLAY UNLESS YOU ARE AN
ADRENALINE JUNKIE! THIS GAME HAS IT ALL: SHARKS, ANGLER FISH, JELLYFISH, GOD D*MN CLAMS! But
seriously, not for the feint of heart...
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